
Enabled by Intel® Atom™ Tablets for Android* 
ADVA Soft, the developers behind Handy Photo have made the successful photo editing app available 
for Intel® Atom™ tablets for Android*.  This latest optimization allows mobile device users to take pictures 
and edit them right on their high-definition screens.  As an Intel® Software Partner, ADVA Soft is able to 
take advantage of a broad range of business and technical support through the Intel® Developer Zone.

Digital tools have simplified the art of quality picture taking.  The power and portability of mobile 
devices broadens the scope photography so that anyone can capture a great image. The Handy Photo 
application takes digital photography one step further by eliminating the extra step of downloading 
and editing photos on a home computer.  An extensive palette of tools allows users to manipulate 
their photos right on their crisp, high-resolution screens.  Now, all the practices of the professional 
photographic trade are possible within this uniquely powerful application.
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Handy Photo Brings Professional Editing Tools to Android* Tablets
Mobile devices have revolutionized the way that people see the world.  With Handy Photo’s latest 
optimization for Android* tablets, anyone can access and utilize the methods of professional 
photographers. 

Crisp, High Definition Images

Capturing beautiful pictures has never been so simple.  Clear, 
high-resolution photos are now within every user’s grasp. The 
app features up to 36 megapixel support, offering considerable 
megapixels per gig.  It includes RAW file support and it is optimized 
for multi-core and GPU processors so shooting sharp images is 

Professional Grade Editing Tools

Intuitive, touch-and-swipe options like: retouching, global and local 
color correction and object selection let users refine and experiment 
with their images.  Photos can be resized up to 100% and advanced 
retouching helps clean up unwanted details.  

Un-crop and Magic Crop

Un-crop lets users reorient an image that is taken at an angle so that 
it lines up with its borders or select an object and remove it from 
the frame. Move Me technology allows smart object selection and 
removal.

High-Quality Textures, Filters and Frames

A variety of visual elements can be added to enhance the aesthetic 
value of each picture. Looks like: Autumn Leaves, Grunge, Vintage 
and Lace are just some of the many final touches that allow users to 
make artistic choices about their work.

Mobility and Utility

Having all these valuable tools right on the powerful Android* 
tablet brings a whole new level of functionality to picture taking.  By 
eliminating the need to download images to a desktop computer, 
users can produce high-quality images on the go.  Lightweight 
portability and sensitive touch screens make Android* tablets 
especially conducive to great photography.  



Handy Photo on Tablets for 
Android* Powered by Intel®

Compatibility with versatile 
Android* tablets enable 
everyone to capture great 
photos and modify them into 
magnificent works of art right  
on their high-resolution screens.  
Intel® Atom™ processors offer 
reliable, responsive performance 
so that now, mobile device users 
have the power to produce 
professional quality pictures 
wherever they are.
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To become an Intel Software Partner visit
www.intel.com/partner

To find out more about Intel apps for Android*, 
visit the showcase at 
https://software.intel.com/pams/android


